Multi-label classification of heterogeneous information networks has received renewed attention in social network analysis. In this paper, we present an activity-edge centric multi-label classification framework for analyzing heterogeneous information networks with three unique features. First, we model a heterogeneous information network in terms of a collaboration graph and multiple associated activity graphs. We introduce a novel concept of vertex-edge homophily in terms of both vertex labels and edge labels and transform a general collaboration graph into an activitybased collaboration multigraph by augmenting its edges with class labels from each activity graph through activity-based edge classification. Second, we utilize the label vicinity to capture the pairwise vertex closeness based on the labeling on the activity-based collaboration multigraph. We incorporate both the structure affinity and the label vicinity into a unified classifier to speed up the classification convergence. Third, we design an iterative learning algorithm, AEClass, to dynamically refine the classification result by continuously adjusting the weights on different activity-based edge classification schemes from multiple activity graphs, while constantly learning the contribution of the structure affinity and the label vicinity in the unified classifier. Extensive evaluation on real datasets demonstrates that AEClass outperforms existing representative methods in terms of both effectiveness and efficiency.
INTRODUCTION
Multi-label classification has received increasing attention in both data mining and machine learning over the last decade [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . In contrast to single-label classification, multi-label classification analysis adopts a more realistic view that entities in the real world are often associated with multiple class labels simultaneously. For example, most people in a social network belong to multiple social groups and participate in multiple types of activities with different Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. KDD '14, August 24-27, 2014 degrees of engagement. Most of web pages in the web graph may cover multiple topics at different intensities.
Existing multi-label classification efforts for networked data focus on designing effective and yet scalable algorithms [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . Although previous studies differ from one another in the concrete approaches to mining the linkage structure, to the best of our knowledge, they all suffer from two weaknesses: (1) None of previous studies separate different types of activity graphs from the heterogeneous information networks and exploit the correlations among the set of class labels within each activity graph and across multiple activity graphs; and (2) None of previous works combine both the vertex-centric multi-label classification and the edge-centric multilabel classification to boost the effectiveness and efficiency.
In this paper we show that by utilizing activity-edge centric approach, we can incorporate the two missing dimensions to improve both the accuracy and the complexity of multi-label classification analysis. First, we argue that entities in the real world may involve themselves in multiple activity networks. These activity networks may provide abundant information about heterogeneous entities and links, and how entities are linked in the context of each of activity networks. We aim to utilize these activity networks to find a natural and cheap way to identify the inter-dependencies among labels. Second, based on different activity networks, an entity can be tagged by a subset of K labels with different class-membership distributions. We model the class-membership distribution for each of activity networks as multi-labeled edges. Third, we consider not only the labels of related vertices but also the possible labels of associated edges to further enhance the accuracy of multi-label classification. We integrate the vertex-centric labeling and edge-centric labeling into a unified classifier with different weights. An iterative method is proposed to learn the weights towards the classification objective.
This paper makes the following original contributions to multilabel classification for networked data.
• We model a heterogeneous information network in terms of a collaboration graph and multiple associated activity graphs, and cluster activity vertices in each activity graph into K categories with the given K class labels. Clustering each activity graph provides a natural way to capture the dependencies among activity categories within activity graphs.
• We introduce a novel concept of vertex-edge homophily in terms of both vertex labels and edge labels, and transform a general collaboration graph into an activity-based collaboration multigraph by augmenting its edges with class labels from each activity graph through activity-based edge classification.
• We utilize the structure affinity to capture the pairwise topological similarity of vertices and the label vicinity to capture the pairwise vertex closeness based on the labeling on the activitybased collaboration multigraph. We incorporate both the struc- • We design an iterative learning algorithm, AEClass, to dynamically refine the classification result by continuously adjusting the weights on different activity-based edge classification schemes from multiple activity graphs, while constantly learning the contribution of the structure affinity and the label vicinity in the unified classifier. To make the classification process converge fast, a sophisticated nonlinear fractional programming problem with multiple weights is transformed to a straightforward parametric programming problem of a single variable.
• Empirical evaluation over real multi-label datasets demonstrates the competitiveness of AEClass against state-of-the-art methods, in terms of both inference performance and time complexity.
PROBLEM DEFINITION
We address the problem of multi-label classification for networked data by employing our activity-edge centric multi-label classification algorithm. First, we model a heterogeneous information network in terms of two types of information networks: (1) a collaboration graph at the instance level, which is the target of multilabel classification, and (2) a collection of its associated activity graphs at the category level. For example, the DBLP bibliography dataset may consist of three types of vertices: authors, publication venues (e.g., conferences, journals), and title terms in the publications. An author can publish in multiple venues and his papers may contain multiple terms. If the target of multi-label classification is to infer author's labels, then we transform the DBLP dataset into a primary collaboration network for authors at the instance level and two associated activity networks (conference-similarity network and term-similarity network) at the category level. The collaboration network is defined based on both labeled and unlabeled instances with the given K class labels, where each vertex represents one instance and each edge reflects the collaborative relationships between pairwise instances, e.g., the number of co-authored publications. Each of associated activity networks is constructed with all the associated activities as vertices. Similar activities are linked together with each edge value indicating the similarity between pairwise activities, such as product purchasing activity network, sport activity network or conference activity network. Given that each entity in the collaboration network may participate in multiple activities in each of activity networks, we cluster all activities in each activity networks into K categories. Then we construct a collaboration multigraph by augmenting the original collaboration graph based on N activity networks as follow: For each pair of vertices with an edge in the collaboration graph, if both have participated in at least one of N activity networks, then we will add up to K edges between this pair of vertices.
Figures 1 gives an illustrative example extracted from the DBLP dataset, consisting of three graphs: a collaboration graph of authors, a conference activity graph and a term activity graph. For ease of presentation, we only choose the co-authored papers published in three top DB conferences of SIGMOD, VLDB and ICDE, and three top DM conferences of KDD, ICDM and SDM. In Figure   Haixun 1 (a), ochre labels and green labels represent that authors are given predefined class labels of DB and DM respectively. In addition, ochre block or green block in each vertex rectangle represents the proportion of an author belonging to class DB or DM. We want to use the label information of four labeled authors to learn the classmembership probabilities of Philip S. Yu over classes DB and DM. In Figure 1 (b) , blue numbers measure the similarity scores between pairwise conferences. We utilize a multi-typed soft clustering framework, NetClus [25] , to cluster conferences and terms into 24 CS research areas [31] simultaneously. According to conference's clustering distribution over 24 categories and ranking score in each category, we calculate the similarities between conferences in the conference activity graph. Similarly, red numbers in Figure  1 (c) measure the similarity scores between terms. We then choose a category with the highest probability for each conference or each term as its primary category and put them into the corresponding primary categories. This operation actually produces a hard clustering result for each activity network. As shown in Figure 2 , the conferences and terms in Figures 1 (b) and (c) are put into their individual primary categories respectively.
We formally define the above concepts as follows.
A collaboration graph is denoted as CG = (V, F), where V is the set of vertices representing the entities in CG, such as customers or authors, and F is the set of edges denoting the collaborative relationships between members. We use N CG to represent the size of V, i.e., N CG = |V|.
An activity graph is defined by AG i = (U i , F i ), where u ∈ U i denotes an activity vertex in the i th associated activity network AG i , and f ∈ F i is a weighted edge representing the similarity between two activity vertices, such as functional or manufacture similarity. We denote the size of each activity vertex set as
q and each activity category U ip is labeled with one of the K class labels, c p .
Given a collaboration graph CG = (V, F) and its N associated activity graphs
, is an activity-edge augmented multigraph, where V has the same definition in CG and E is the set of edges satisfying the following condition: for each edge (v i , v j ) ∈ F in CG, we create a set of parallel edges between the pair of vertices in E. Each set of edges has up to K labeled edges and each edge corresponds to one activity category labeled by c p (p ∈ {1, · · · , K}) in each of the N activity graphs.
The problem of multi-label classification of multigraph is defined as follows: let C = {c 1 , c 2 , · · · , c K } be a finite set of K possible class labels. Given a collaboration multigraph MG = (V, E) with a set of multi-label training instances V l ⊂ V initially labeled using the given K class labels, and a set of multi-label testing instances V u = V − V l unlabeled. For presentation brevity, we assume that the vertices in V are ordered and the first l vertices are labeled and the remaining vertices are unlabeled. Thus we have
Let an instance v i ∈ V be associated with a subset of labels in C ,i.e., we use a binary vector
K , in which y j i = 1 iff the label c j is in the label set of v i . We use Y = {y 1 , · · · , y l , y l+1 , · · · , y N CG } to denote a possible labeling for the instance set V. Y l = {y 1 , · · · , y l } indicates the observed multi-label set assigned to V l and Y u = Y − Y l represents the multi-label set to be determined. The task of our activity-edge centric multi-label classification of multigraph is to use the label information of the training instances in V l to predict the label set Y u for the testing instances in V u .
THE AEClass APPROACH
Compared to existing multi-label relational classifiers outlined in Section 1, AEClass improves both the accuracy and the efficiency of multi-label classification by incorporating four mining strategies: (1) activity-based edge classification; (2) edge label dependency; (3) vertex label vicinity; and (4) weight learning. We first introduce the overall design of AEClass. We then describe each part of AEClass in detail in the next subsections.
• Activity-based edge classification, which consists of five tasks.
( 
1 =· · · =ω j by refining X (1) j with label dependency graphs.
• Iterative learning, which has four steps. (1) solve the parametric programming problem for classification objective to update
1 , ..., ω 
j and enter the next round.
Activity-based Edge Classification
Existing classification models assume the existence of vertex homophily, namely, similar vertices in nature are connected to each other with social links. For example, Philip S. Yu and Wei Fan have many co-authored works published on DM conferences, as shown in Figure 4 (a). However, the truth is not always like this. entities that are connected together may be similar in different ways with respect to a given set of K class labels. As is known to all, Philip S. Yu and Ming-Syan Chen are experts on data mining, i.e., they both have more research publications in the area of data mining than in any other academic area such as database. However, as seen in Figure 4 (a), they have more co-authored papers published on DB conferences. Thus the vertex homophily is insufficient to accurately infer the possible labels of an author. This motivates us to propose the concept of vertex-edge homophily, the principle that both links and their associated vertices should be similar and likely belong to the same classes, to further improve the accuracy of multi-label classification.
In order to capture the vertex-edge homophily in the multi-label classification, we first perform activity-based edge classification. However, such activity-based edge augmentation may lead to substantial increase in size of activity-edge augmented collaboration graphs. We address this issue by introducing activity-based edge augmentation with edge classification to efficiently improve the scalability of classification. Concretely, we utilize the clustering result by NetClus, i.e., the probability distribution of each activity over K categories, to infer the class labels of parallel edges in each CG i over the K categories.
Given the probability of the m th activity in AG i belonging to cluster (class) c j produced by NetClus, denoted by P(L m = c j |AG i ), we can compute the class-membership probability of edge (v p , v q ) ∈ E belonging to class c j based on AG i , denoted by P(L pq = c j |AG i ).
where 
where W i j (p, q) represents the value on the edge with label c j between v p and v q in CG i . For ease of presentation, assuming that SIGMOD, VLDB, ICDE, database, query and relational only belong to class DB with the probability of 1, and KDD, ICDM, SDM, mining, clustering and frequent just belong to class DM with the probability of 1, two CG i s in Figure 4 present the edge-classification results of two CG i s in Figures 3 respectively.
Activity-edge Centric Vertex Classification
As N edge classification schemes of CG, i.e., CG i s (1 ≤ i ≤ N), may have different degree of contributions to vertex classification, we propose to integrate N edge classification schemes into a unified collaboration multigraph with different weighting factors ω 
N through dynamic weight learning. We set the initial W (1) j (p, q) with equal weighting factors of ω Figure 5 (a) shows the unified multigraph for our running example in Figure 1 by combining the links with the same labels between the same vertex pair from two activity-based edge classification schemes in Figure 4 with equal weighting factor of 0.5.
With the unified multigraph MG, we below describe the activityedge centric vertex classification, which integrates the activity-edge labels with the vertex labels among structurally relevant instances through transition probability on collaboration multigraph. Definition 1.
[Transition Probability on Collaboration Multigraph] Let MG = (V, E) be a collaboration multigraph where V is the set of entity vertices and E is the set of parallel edges denoting the collaborative relationships on different classes between entities of MG. The transition probability on MG at the t th iteration can be defined by normalizing the edge values as follows.
where T (t) j (p, q) represents the transition probability on the edge with label c j between v p and v q in MG. Here, we assume that Y l , i.e., the labels of the vertices in V l , are fixed during the classification process. Figure 5 (b) presents the transition probabilities of parallel edges from Philip S. Yu to other authors based on the collaboration multigraph in Figure 5 (a).
We express the above transition probability in a matrix form.
where
j determines the transition probability on those edges with the class label of c j in MG.
Instead of decomposing the multi-label classification problem into a set of binary classification problems, we construct a unified multi-label classifier by using a single normalizing factor D (t) to normalize parallel edges with different class labels. The original transition operation is actually divided into two steps: (1) choose those edges with the objective class label in terms of classification objective; and (2) select an edge with the largest value from the above edges to jump. Now we define the initial unified classification kernel K (1) j , which only utilizes the structure information of MG, i.e., those edges with label c j , due to the lack of label vicinity at initialization. Since we have ordered the vertices in V such that the labeled nodes V l are indexed before the unlabeled nodes V u , we rewrite the unified classification kernel K (1) j as a block matrix.
where K (1) jll is an l × l identity matrix representing the transition probability among labeled vertices, we set the l × (N CG − l) block matrix K (1) jlu to be zero matrix since the labels on the vertices in V l are fixed, the (N CG − l) × l matrix K (1) jul specifies the transition probability from unlabeled vertices to labeled vertices, and K (1) juu is an (N CG − l) × (N CG − l) matrix denoting the transition probability among unlabeled vertices.
Suppose that the class-membership matrix is denoted by
j to iteratively infer the probabilities of vertices on class c j .
Let X j = [X jl ; X ju ] be the class-membership vector, where X jl indicates the probabilities of the labeled vertices in V l belonging to class c j , and X ju represents the probabilities of the unlabeled vertices in V u belonging to class c j . Due to the labels on the vertices in V l are fixed, Eq. (8) is equivalent to the following formula. (9) After the t th iteration, the class-membership matrix is updated as follow.
Compared to existing multi-label relational classifiers, we argue that AEClass based on the activity-edge augmented collaboration multigraph can significantly improve the performance of multi-label classification: (1) accuracy improvement. Based on the vertex-edge homophily, we classify each edge in CG into at most K parallel edges in MG. During the classification process, AEClass only picks up those vertices and links with the same label as the current objective class c j , i.e., K (t) j and X (t−1) j , to execute the inference. For example, given the class-membership probabilities of Ming-Syan Chen on classes DB and DM in Figure 5 (a), we want to infer the class-membership probabilities of Kun-Lung Wu on DB and DM. AEClass will produce a positive probability on DB and a zero probability on DM since there exists no edge with label DM between these two authors. In contrast, existing classifiers will output a higher probability on DM than on DB for any positive edge value between two authors in the original CG in Figure 1 (a) . In fact, Kun-Lung Wu is known as a database researcher without any data mining publications. (2) efficiency improvement. Based on the vertex homophily, no matter which class the current objective is, existing classifiers need to check each neighbor of a vertex and summarize the labels of all neighbors. In comparison, AEClass performs the similar summary at lower cost. When we classify an edge in CG into m parallel edges in MG, m is often much smaller than the number of K class labels. Suppose that the current objective 
Improvement by Edge Label Dependency
We argue that the underlying correlations among different activity categories can have significant impact on the performance of multi-label classification. Based on activity graph partition, we first define the edge label similarity to capture the inter-dependencies among K activity categories within each of N activity graphs.
be the similarity score between two activities u m , u n ∈ U i in AG i , and U ip and U iq be two categories of U i with class labels of c p , c q ∈ C respectively. The activity category similarity between c p and c q with respect to AG i is also referred to as the edge label dependency between two edge labels c p and c q , and is defined as follow.
(11) Figure 6 shows two edge label dependency graph by activity category similarity based on two class labels DB and DM with respect to the conference graph and the term graph in Figure 2 respectively.
We thus incorporate them into our AEClass framework to adjust the class-membership matrix X (t) . The adjusted class-membership vector on class c j , denoted by Y (t) ju , can be defined by integrating class-membership vectors on other classes in terms of the similarity scores between class c j and other classes.
where the weight ω (t)
i for AG i is the same as in Eq. (3). The adjusted class-membership matrix is thus defined as follow.
Refinement by Vertex Label Vicinity
One disadvantage of conventional iterative classifiers is that they often need lots of iterations to converge to a stationary distribution and the repeated label propagation causes a non-trivial computational cost. Wang et al. [22] proposed a dynamic label propagation (DLP) model by fusing both data features and data labels to improve the effectiveness on multi-class/multi-label classification. However, the DLP model failed to quantify the weighted contributions from data features and data labels such that it often can not work well on real classification tasks. We model the label vicinity to capture the pairwise vertex closeness based on the labeling on the activity-based collaboration multigraph by following the similar idea. To improve both effectiveness and efficiency of classification, we design an iterative learning method to dynamically refine the classification results by continuously quantifying and adjusting the weights on the structure affinity and on the label vicinity towards the classification objective.
Based on the transition probability T (t) j on CG, we define a diffusion process to map the multigraph space into an N CG -dimensional space R N CG , where each element φ (t) j (i) ∈ R N CG represents the transition probabilities on the edges with label c j from vertex v i to the other vertices and P(φ
On the other hand, based on a heuristics rule: two instance vertices with highly similar class-membership distributions are likely to be highly similar to each other in the input multigraph space, Y (t) (Y (t) ) T can be viewed as the similarity between vertices based on the class-membership distribution. Similarly, we map this label-based similarity space into an N CG -dimensional space S N CG , where each entry ϕ (t) (i) ∈ S N CG specifies the label-based similarity between vertex v i and the other vertices and
. We then define a linear projection operation based on T (14) where φ
With the linear projection, we generate the following formula.
The corresponding marginal distribution is given below.
Since directly combining ϕ (t) (ϕ (t) ) T into the unified classification kernel K (t+1) j may lead to a degeneration at the beginning of classification if the learned label information of vertices in V u is not enough to infer the label-based similarity scores, we adjust K (t+1) j by integrating the label-based similarity through
and β (t+1) are weighting factors to balance two kinds of similarity scores. The label vicinity (T (t+1) j
T quantitatively measures the extent of similarity between vertices and their neighbors based on the current labeling.
Weight Learning
Classification analysis often utilizes the F1 score, i.e., the harmonic mean of precision and recall, to evaluate the accuracy of testing instances. The objective of multi-label classification of multigraph is to maximize the Macro-F1 score [32] , i.e., the unweighted mean of F1 score on classes. To define the Macro-F1 score, we first introduce an indicator function. [Macro-F1] Let MG = (V, E) be a collaboration multigraph, y i be the true label vector of the i th instance vertices in V andŷ i be the predicted label vector, and the Macro-F1 score is defined below.
define an s-shape function to approximate the indicator function.
The decision rule determiningŷ (Y(i, j) ) > 0.5 is represented as follow.
The Macro-F1 score is thus approximated as follow.
θy j i (22) According to Eqs. (3)- (17), the Macro-F1 score is a fractional function of multi variables α, β, ω 1 , · · · , ω N with non-negative real coefficients. On the other hand, the numerator and the denominator of Macro-F1 are both polynomial functions of the above variables. Without loss of generality, we rewrite Eq. (22) as follow.
where there are m polynomial terms in the numerator and n polynomial terms in the denominator, a i and o i are the coefficients of the i th terms respectively, and b i , c i , d i j , p i , q i , r i j are the exponents of corresponding variables in the i th terms respectively. Definition 4. [Multigraph Classification Objective] Let MG = (V, E) be a collaboration multigraph, α, β, ω 1 , · · · , ω N are the weighting factors defined in Eqs. (3) and (17), respectively. The goal of multi-label classification of multigraph is to maximize the Macro-F1 score.
subject to α + β = 1, α, β 0,
For ease of presentation, we revise the original objective as the following nonlinear fractional programming problem (NFPP). Definition 5. [Nonlinear Fractional Programming Problem] Let
Our classification objective is equivalent to maximize a quotient of two polynomial functions of multiple variables. It is very hard to perform function trend identification and estimation to determine the existence and uniqueness of solutions. Therefore, we want to transform this sophisticated NFPP into a easily solvable problem.
Theorem 1. The NFPP in Definition 5 is equivalent to a polynomial programming problem with polynomial constraints (PPPPC).
subject to α + β = 1, α, β 0, 
Conversely, if (α, β, ω 1 , . . . , ω N ) solves NFPP, then for any feasible solution (α, β, ω 1 , . . . , ω N , π) of PPPPC we have π f (α, β, ω 1 , . . . ,
Although PPPPC is a polynomial programming problem, the polynomial constraints make it very hard to solve. We further simplify it as an nonlinear parametric programming problem (NPPP). (27) subject to α + β = 1, α, β 0, ,β,ω 1 ,...,ω N )  g(α,β,ω 1 ,...,ω N ) iff ̥(γ) = max , ω 1 , . . . , ω N ) − γg(α, β, ω 1 , . . . , ω N ) = 0. Thus f (α, ω 1 , . . .  , ω N )−γg(α, ω 1 , . . . , ω N ) f (α, β, ω 1 , . . . , ω N )−γg(α, β, ω 1 , . . . , ω N 
We have ̥(γ) = 0 and the maximum is taken at (α, β, ω 1 , . . . , ω N ).
Now the original NFPP has been successfully transformed into the straightforward NPPP. This transformation can efficiently speed up the classification convergence due to the following properties. The procedure of solving this NPPP includes two parts: (1) find such a reasonable parameter γ (̥(γ) = 0), making NPPP equivalent to NFPP; (2) given the parameter γ, solve a polynomial programming problem about the original variables α, β, ω 1 , . . . , ω N . Our weight adjustment mechanism is an iterative procedure to find the solution of ̥(γ) = 0 and the corresponding weights after each iteration of the classification process. We first generate an initial unified classification kernel K (1) j with equal weights of 1 N to produce an initial classification result on the collaboration multigraph. According to the initial classification result, we then calculate an initial ̥(γ). Since ̥(γ) is a monotonic decreasing function and ̥(0) = max α,β,ω 1 ,...,ω N f (α, β, ω 1 , . . . , ω N ) is obviously non-negative, we start with an initial γ = 0 and solve the subproblem ̥(0) by using existing fast polynomial programming model to update the weights α, β, ω 1 , . . . , ω N . The parameter γ is gradually increased by γ = f (α, β, ω 1 , . . . , ω N )/g(α, β, ω 1 , . . . , ω N ) to help the algorithm enter the next round. The algorithm repeats the above-mentioned iterative procedure until ̥(γ) converges to 0.
By assembling different pieces together, we provide the pseudo code of our AEClass classifier in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Activity-Edge Centric Multi-label Classification
Input: a collaboration graph CG, N activity graphs AG i , a class number K, initial weights α (2) 8: for t=1 to ̥(γ (t) ) converges to 0 9: Calculate the class-membership matrices X (t) in Eqs. (8)- (10) and (12)- (13) 
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
We have performed extensive experiments to evaluate the performance of our AEClass classifier on real graph datasets.
Experimental Datasets
The first real-world dataset is extracted from the DBLP Bibliography data 1 . We build a coauthor graph with highly prolific 100, 000 authors from all research areas and 712, 834 associated links where vertices represent authors and edges represent their coauthor relationships, and two associated activity graphs: conference graph and term graph. According to [31] , we categorize research areas into 24 fields: AI, AIGO, ARC, BIO, CV, DB, DIS-T, DM, EDU, GRP, HCI, IR, ML, MUL, NLP, NW, OS, PL, RT, SC, SE, SEC, SIM, WWW. We utilize a multi-typed soft clustering framework, NetClus [25] , to cluster conferences and terms into 24 categories simultaneously. According to conference's or term's clustering distribution over 24 categories and ranking score in each category, we calculate the similarities between conferences or terms. The classification goal is infer research areas of each author.
Last.fm 2 is a music-oriented online social network. We use the API call user.getfriends to collect the list of friends and construct a friendship graph with 50, 000 users and 496, 611 associated links where vertices represent users and edges denote their friendships. The two activity networks: artist graph and track graph are generated by invoking the API calls artist.getSimilar and track.getSimilar respectively. By calling the API calls user.getTopArtists and user.getTopTracks, we classify each friendship edge in terms of the same artists or the same tracks shared by two users. The classification task is to assign each user to a subset of 21 music genres in the database: acoustic, ambient, blues, classical, country, electronic, emo, folk, hardcore, hip hop, indie, jazz, latin, metal, pop, pop punk, punk, reggae, rnb, rock, soul. 3 . We construct a collaboration graph with 10, 000 highly prolific actors and 270, 227 links where vertices represent actors and edges specify their costar relationships in terms of coappearance of actors in the same movies. We build a movie activity graph where edges denote co-direct relationship between movies, i.e., movies are directed by the same directors. The objective is to associate each actor with a subset of 22 movie genres: Action, Adventure, Animation, Biography, Comedy, Crime, Documentary, Drama, Family, Fantasy, Film-Noir, History, Horror, Music, Musical, Mystery, Romance, Sci-Fi, Sport, Thriller, War, Western.
Comparison Methods and Evaluation
We compare AEClass with two representative link-based classification algorithms, LBC [1] , wvRN [2] , and two recently developed multi-label classifiers, EdgeCluster [18] , SCRN [20] . All four methods perform multi-label classification on a single weighted graph based on the assumption of vertex homophily. The detailed introductions for four methods are presented in Section 5. Note that LBC is originally a multi-class classifier. In order to compare all algorithms, we modify the last step in LBC and use the posterior probability distribution over K classes as the multilabel classification result. AEClass integrates multiple information networks into a unified multigraph with combining both the vertexcentric multi-label classification and the edge-centric multi-label classification based on vertex-edge homophily. It also integrates both the structure affinity and the label vicinity into a unified classifier through dynamic weight tuning mechanism.
Evaluation Measures We use three measures to evaluate the quality of classification results generated by different methods. The first measure is Macro-F1 defined in Definition 3. Given the same definitions in Eq.(18), other two metrics are defined as follows.
y j i (28) Micro-F1 [32] represents the harmonic mean of micro average of precision and recall. The larger the value, the better the quality.
where ⊕ represents the XOR operation, and || · || 1 specifies the l1-norm. Hamming Loss [33] measures the loss between true labels and predicted labels. The smaller the value, the better the quality.
Classification Quality
Figures 7-9 exhibit the classification quality on DBLP, Last.fm and IMDb by varying the proportion of labeled vertices respectively. For each proportion of labeled vertices, we average the performance scores over 10 cross-validation folds. The average performance scores with standard deviations of five multi-label classification methods are reported with respect to three evaluation measures of Macro-F1, Micro-F1 and Hamming Loss. We make the following observations on the performances by different methods. and EdgeCluster on all three evaluation measures. We first categorize five multi-label classification methods into non-transductive learning methods and transductive learning methods, based on how they utilize topological structure information. As non-transductive learning methods, both LBC and EdgeCluster only utilize the direct links between vertices in the graph, i.e., one-hop structure information, to produce vertex's features. As transductive learning approaches, AEClass, SCRN and wvRN make full use of both direct links and indirect edges (the circle of friends) between vertices through iterative graph propagation, i.e., multiple-hop structure information, to further improve the classification quality. These results demonstrate the importance of exploiting both direct links and indirect edges for multi-label classification in networked data.
Second, SCRN always outperforms wvRN on three graph datasets. Although SCRN and wvRN exploit the very similar relational inference framework, SCRN improves wvRN by integrating both the network topology and the social context features extracted by EdgeCluster into the classifier. A careful examination reveals that these two approaches are very close in terms of prediction performance in many situations, in spite of the optimization adopted by SCRN. A reasonable explanation is that both of them are only based on the assumption of vertex homophily, i.e., the principle that similar vertices in nature are connected to each other with social links.
Finally, among all five classification methods, AEClass achieves the best classification performance on all three real datasets for all three evaluation measures. Compared to other algorithms, AEClass averagely achieves 14.6% Macro-F1 increase, 12.1% Micro-F1 boost and 5.2% loss reduction on DBLP, 10.2% Macro-F1 growth, 9.9% Micro-F1 increase and 4.1% loss decrease on Last.fm, and 16.7% Macro-F1 increase, 16.2% Micro-F1 boost and 7.5% loss reduction on IMDb, respectively. Note that even if the proportion of labeled vertices is very small, such as 2% and 4%, AEClass still can achieve comparable accuracy on all datasets. Concretely, there are four critical reasons for high accuracy of AEClass: (1) the structure information from associated activity networks boosts the effectiveness of classification. Activity network partition provides us with additional activity labels; (2) the multigraph organization integrates both the vertex-centric multi-label classification based on vertex homophily and the edge-centric multi-label classification based on vertex-edge homophily to leverage the classification performance; (3) Activity network partition captures the inter-dependencies among multiple class labels; and (4) the iterative learning algorithm help the classifier achieve a good balance among different activity- Figures 10 (a), (b) and (c) present the classification time on D-BLP, Last.fm and IMDb with different proportions of labeled vertices respectively. First, LBC has lowest runtime in seconds compared to all other algorithms in all experiments, since it is a logistic regression classifier by aggregating the labels of neighbors as vertex's feature vector. Second, EdgeCluster, a linear SVM classifier with an edge clustering scheme to extract sparse social dimensions, is slightly slower than LBC since the linear SVM approaches generally fall behind the LR methods in speed. Both LBC and EdgeCluster are faster than other three methods because both only utilize the direct links between vertices, i.e., one-hop structure information. In comparison, AEClass, SCRN and wvRN use both direct links and indirect edges (the circle of friends) between vertices, i.e., multiple-hop structure information. Thus, the last three classifiers have higher time complexity than the first two models but they achieve better classification quality. Third, wvRN is consistently faster than SCRN on all three datasets. SCRN improves wvRN by integrating the social dimensions extracted by EdgeCluster into the classifier. This improvement results in an additional computational cost for calculating the class propagation probability of each vertex on each class. Finally, AEClass significantly outperforms the other two transductive learning based multi-label classifiers: SCRN and wvRN. Although SCRN and wvRN execute the classification on a general graph, AEClass does classification on an activity-based collaboration multigraph by augmenting its edges with class labels from each activity graph. There are three main reasons for high efficiency of AEClass: (1) the multigraph organization increases the size of dataset but reduces the computational cost of classification. As we discussed in Subsection 3.2, based on the vertex homophily, no matter which class the current objective is, both SCRN and wvRN need to check each neighbor of a vertex and summarize the labels of all neighbors. In contrast, AEClass only picks up those vertices and links with the same label as the current objective class to execute the inference. Most importantly, AEClass stops the label propagation through irrelevant neighbors (without a link with the same label as the current objective class) in the future iterations; (2) the label vicinity between vertices based on the class-membership distribution over K classes is integrated into the classifier; and (3) we transform the original nonlinear fractional programming problem of multiple weights into a nonlinear parametric programming problem of single variable. According to Theorems 2-5, solving ̥(γ) for a given γ is a polynomial programming problem which can be sped up by existing fast polynomial programming model. (17) respectively. ω 1 and ω 2 in Figure 12 (a) denote the weights of the conference graph and the term graph respectively. ω 1 and ω 2 in Figure 12 (b) represent the weights of the artist graph and the track graph respectively. We keep the constraints α+β=1 and ω 1 +ω 2 =1 during the classification process. We observe that all the weights converge as the clustering process converges. An interesting phenomenon is that α first increases and then decreases with the iterations and the β curve has a converse trend. A reasonable explanation is that there is lack of enough labeling information at the beginning of classification such that the unified classifier has to rely mostly on the structure affinity to achieve a good classification performance. After a few iterations, we have enough labeling information to utilize both the structure affinity and the label vicinity to classify vertices. An interesting finding is that the term weight is increasing but the conference weight is decreasing with more iterations. A reasonable explanation is that people who have many publications on the same conferences may have different research topics but people who have many papers with the same terms usually have the same research topics. For example, both database papers and data mining papers are published on VLDB. Similarly, the track weight increases but the artist weight decreases with more iterations. This is because users who favor the same artists may belong to different music genres since the artists are often related to multiple genres but users who like the same tracks usually belong to the same music genres. , the primary research areas for them in the predicted result are obviously consistent with their actual research areas; For those researchers known to work in multiple research areas, the predicted class-membership distributions also correspond to their current research activities. For example, both Jiawei Han and Philip S. Yu are experts on data mining and database, though their DM probabilities are slightly higher since each of them and their circle of co-authors have more DM papers. This table also shows that each author has a class-membership score in each category. This demonstrates that our AEClass model can make each author quickly reach each class label.
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RELATED WORK
Node classification in networked data has attracted active research in the last decade [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . LBC [1] is a network-only derivative of the link-based classifier which creates a feature vector for a node by aggregating the labels of neighboring nodes, and then uses logistic regression to build a discriminative model based on these feature vectors. wvRN [2] presented a weighted-vote relational neighbor classifier to solve link-based classification problems based solely on the class labels of linked neighbors. DYCOS [6] exhibited a node classification model in dynamic information networks with both text content and links. RankClass [7] integrates classification and ranking in a mutually enhancing process to provide class summaries for heterogeneous information networks.
Multi-label classification is gaining attention in recent years [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Read et al. [12] reduces the complexity and potential for error with a pruning procedure to focus on core relationships within multi-label sets. IBLR [13] proposed a multi-label classification approach to combine model-based and similarity-based inference with the estimation of optimal regression coefficients. LEAD [15] decomposes a multi-label learning task into a set of single-label classification problems with a Bayesian network to encode the conditional dependencies of labels as well as the feature set. Guo and Gu [16] proposed a generalized conditional dependency network for model training using binary classifiers and label predictions using Gibbs sampling inference.
Multi-label classification in networked data has been extensively studied in recent years [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . Sun et al. [17] presented a hypergraph spectral learning formulation for multi-label classification, where a hypergraph is constructed to exploit the correlation information among different labels. EdgeCluster [18] presented a socialdimension based approach for collective behavior prediction with an edge clustering scheme to extract sparse social dimensions and a linear SVM classifier for discriminative learning. SCRN [20] is a multi-label iterative relational neighbor classifier by considering both network topology and social context features. PIPL [21] facilitates the multi-label learning process by mining label correlations and instance correlations from the heterogeneous networks.
Recent works on heterogeneous social network analysis [7, 9, [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] combine links and content into heterogeneous information networks to improve the quality of querying, ranking and clustering. Cai et al. [23] proposed to learn an optimal linear combination of different relations on heterogeneous social networks in terms of their importance on a certain query. GenClus [28] proposed a modelbased method for clustering heterogeneous networks with different link types and different attribute types. Yu et al. [29] presented a query-driven discovery system for finding semantically similar substructures in heterogeneous networks.
To our knowledge, this work is the first one to address the problem of activity-edge centric multi-label classification of heterogeneous multigraph with the prior knowledge of multiple activity graphs by dynamically adjusting their individual contributions.
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented an edge-centric multi-label classification approach for mining heterogeneous information networks. First, we integrate the primary social network and multiple associated activity networks into a unified multigraph with edge classification. Second, we combine both the structure affinity and the label vicinity based on multiple activity networks into a unified classifier. Third, an iterative learning algorithm is proposed dynamically refine the classification result by continuously adjusting the weights on different activity-based edge classification schemes from multiple activity graphs, while constantly learning the contributions of the structure affinity and the label vicinity in the unified classifier.
